1.25HP Variable Speed
Compact Router

Manufacturer: DeWalt

- A compact router with a 1.25HP motor powers through the toughest applications
- Features a variable speed control for hollowing out various areas
- Soft-starting measures with full-time electronic feedback
- Dual LEDs and clear sub-base
- Adjustment ring enable bit depth
- Large, low-pressure spindle lock button
- Multiple shaft-lock detents for quick bit changes
- Depth ring and clamping mechanism combine for motor locking
- Spring-loaded release tabs
- Aluminum motor house and base construction
- Extended sub-base for greater work surface
- Extended 8-slot 1/4" collet maximizes surface contact with router bit shank
- 7.0 Amps with 16,000-27,000 RPM
- 12-Position spindle lock
- Includes Standard base and Wrench